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Consciousness and acceptance of our mortality while experienced in aging, illness, and the loss of life of
others can bring a clarity and richness to the small, precious moments of life, and assists us foster a
particular care for associations and priorities in enough time we are given.
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Remember to Live! Be sure you Live! Ryan, but I did so it the hard method without the assistance and
support that his book offers. With a combined mix of deeply moving personal stories regarding the lives and
deaths of his parents, shared experiences of his close-knit siblings, friends and family and also beautiful
original poetry, Fr. I read "Remember to Live" twice. Thanks a lot. Ryan shows through different examples
that we can certainly grow from the gifts our loved ones have given us, both within their living and dying.
His writings possess helped me understand a lot more how God provides been and you will be at each stage.
After scanning this book I realize that the next half of lifestyle can relate with individuals at any age
group, at a fresh beginning or after shedding someone you care about and learning to progress, step-by-
step. As a team of five . 5 couples, the majority of us well into the "second half of life" that the writer
targets, we discovered it a compelling topic. As I was reading, I realized I experienced already been thru
about three quarters of these events: Loss of someone you care about; At my current stage of existence,
I find that i've produce the same conclusions as Fr. I have returned to this book more often than once,
at different levels of loss and of healing. Now, my daily timetable feels well balanced. Thomas Ryan is usually
a Paulist priest acutely alert to the necessity to integrate our spiritual and human lives, of shifting beyond
the separation of soul and body toward a wholeness that is life-offering. He tells the tales of loss and grief
as his parents died, and asks close friends to tell, within their own terms, how they noticed the call to

move beyond the stasis that disease and aging could produce. And remaking you to ultimately fit the
conditions. We found confirmation of our encounters as older people in this book. Embrace the next half of
existence! Ryan helps information the reader through each stage and beyond. I'm also likely to reread
Remember to Live and perform all the exercises. Now I will face the others of my life, with new
understanding and a feeling of God's wonders till journey's end. The publication showed me the many
creative options for my entire life when I no more was occupied with daily tasks and responsibilities. (It
works in mine, and I am old enough to care. medical issues; Tom Ryan is usually a fine poet, along with being
an engaging writer on an element of life that people will all face. It helps to handle these realities with a
guide like him. Remember to Live! Shipped quickly! Great read! ??? Living Life Fully & Remember to Live place
me at peace because reading it and doing many of the exercies at the end of the chapters helped me to
understand I've much more I wish to do in existence. It had been also for someone much younger, the
majority of the recommendations I knew to accomplish. For instance, prayers for the dead are talked
about briefly in one chapter but in no way dominate it. It really is one I understand I will return to again
to find comfort and ease and a new perspective. This time around I especially benefitted from Tom Ryan's
poetry -- which spoke originally to the many themes of the book. confusion over future endeavors;
modification of priorities in occupation, and adjustments in the manner I handled and processed these exact
things. Retirement is right around the corner for me personally. Ryan's book is most useful in teaching us
how exactly to process these punctuations inside our life. Remember to Live We have simply finished using
this reserve as a year-long research theme for our small family-existence group. Embracing the Second Half
of Life is a gift, for those who may be personally exceptional life changes that include aging as well as
those of any age group who love and care for an individual who could be ill and facing death and will be or
are grieving their reduction. Life-changing book! It really is about an attitude adjustment, handling things a
fresh way, seeing another method to consider the same thing. By the end of each chapter, Father Ryan
presents "Resources for Your Inner Work," imaginative exercises designed to provide to light one's
thoughts and emotions about the possibilities and challenges of aging. I examine a chapter a day and found
Tom Ryan's book to become a thoughtful way of reflecting on a new stage in my life -- before going off to

explore museums and other sites.Many thanks Fr. Ryan Well worth a go through: thoughtful and
encouraging I think this is an extremely fine book, one which I found particularly well worth reading.We
thought the tales of Tom's parents' deaths were particularly moving and uplifting. Considering the function
of ice-cream in his father's amazingly positive final days, diabetes evidently does not run in the family!I



browse the book eight a few months later as I ready to discuss it with my publication group.)The
publication includes an impressive number of great ideas and useful suggestions in regard to ageing and
coping with death, both one's own and the ones of friends and family. It applies especially, however, not
only, to a Catholic context. Don't go thru it alone Father Ryan's book is very comprehensive of all inevitable
events that take place in the second fifty percent of our lives.My one take note of caution is that the
subject matter of the reserve inherently pertains to grief.. And it got me a lot longer. We am a Canonical
hermit who lives a partially enclosed existence. I'm looking towards retirement and all the learning,
development, and insights it'll bring. WHEN I read Tom's book, I cut might work schedule in two and
created more free time each morning and afternoon. The eight chapters generated a good bit of discussion,
very much reflection on the ageing and dying of parents and additional family members and actually laughter
as we had taken a look at our very own attitudes toward understanding how to live these last years..
Therefore if a reader offers suffered severe trauma at some time, some of the exercises might be as well
painfully reflective and so might be better avoided. and so do I! Retirement is right nearby I read
Remember to Live when I was on vacation at a vacation resort in Punta Cana. It had been like making a
spiritual retreat on the seaside. I believe Fr. Confronting the truth of Death Ryan helps one reflect on
problems of aging and dying in positive and creative ways disappointed I was looking for something more

spiritual. My daily timetable was, I *thought*, balanced between prayer and work. The 1st time was a
month when i retired while I was on holiday in France. Drawing from his deep faith in God along with his
understanding and appreciation of Eastern religions, Fr.
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